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SUMMARY 

In this report the measurements are described, which have been performed 

on the WEU 1/3 windmill. They concern the 10 minutes mean measurements 

only. 

All measurements are processed via a so-called bin method. This method 

showed to be very attractive for output measurements. 

Although the windmill showed some defects (leaking pump) an overall 

power coefficient of the system was reached of 0.32 at a design wind 

speed of about 3 m/s. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In 1979 an apparatus was developed a~d built by two students of a 

Technical College [1] to measure, to store and to process the data mea

sured from a (water pumping) wind mill. 

This apparatus was built according to the requirements given by the 

Wind Energy Group, which was in need of such an apparatus to do field 

measurements. 

In the summer and automn of 1981 this system was used for performance 

measurements on the WEU 1/3 wind mill. 

In the beginning, the sample period of the measurments was one hour; 

later this was decreased to ten minutes. Only the ten minute measurements 

are reported here. 
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2 WIND MILL MEASURING EQUIPMENT AND REGISTRATION 

2.1. The WEU 1/3 wind mill in Eindhoven 

In the automn of 1979 the WEU 1/2 wind mill which had been developed 

in the Sri Lanka project was built at the testfield of Eindhoven. In a 

cooperative effort between SWD and WEU this wind mill was modified 

in the summer of 1980. The result was the so-called WEU 1/3 wind mill [2]. 

The wind mill consists of a 3.05 m diameter rotor directly coupled to 

a pistonpump via an adjustable crank. During our measurements this 

crank diameter was not changed. The pistonpump used in Eindhoven is 

still the pistonpump as described in [2] (this was based on the WMP 1/2 

pump, also developed in Sri Lanka). Differences with the pump in Sri 

Lanka are the airchambers which are inside the pump instead of outside 

and the pistondiameter, also with the revision of the windmill an iron 

pumprod was used instead of a PVC ons. In Eindhoven it was necessary 

to make a sealing at the top of the pumprod because a pressure simulation 

was built instead of a well. An overview is shown in Figure 1. 
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2.2. Sensors and registration 

As explained in the introduction an apparatus was developed in view 

of performing field measurements. The requirements for this instrument 

were: 

1. to be used for different measuring times 

rotor diameters 

air densities 

water delivery heights 

2. possibility to use several anemometers 

3. clear output on paper, which contains: 

- sample time 

- the different input values 

- quantities as mean power, mean windspeed etc. 

4. complete automatic system 

5. simple operation 

6. portable. 

One can meet these requirements by using two separate parts, a measuring 

part and a data processing part. The measuring part measures the different 

values, while the processing part calculates values as mean power etc. 

(with aid of the input values of rotor diameters, air density etc.). This 

last unit was never used because it was not available in time. This turned 

out to be advantageous as the input data -which had to be typed for 

processing by the micro computer- were less in number. 

It was decided that four input channels were necessary: three digital 

channels and one analogue channel. 

The three digital channels receive pulses from read-switches or opto 

couplers (light emitting diode and light sensor) and these pulses must 

be summed during the measuring period. 

The analogue channel averages a signal from a potentiometer; this is 

done by a so-called voltage regulated oscillator, in such a way, that 

one degree yawingangle gives one pulse per second (two degrees yawing 

angle gives 2 pulses per second etc.). It should be noted, that with the 

existing set-up no difference was made between positive and negative 

yawing angles. 
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The four signals measured are: 

1. number of revolutions of the rotor axis (by means of a opto-coupler) 

resolution: 1 pulse/revolution 

2. number of litres water pumped by the wind mill (by means of a read

switch) 

resolution: 1 pulse/litre 

3. windrun (by means of a read-switch) 

resolution: 1 pulse/ 1 00 m wind 

4. yaw angle (by means of a potentiometer) 

resolution: 1 pulse/(per degree yawing angle * second) 

A detailed description of the different sensors can be found in Appendix A. 

Because the process unit was not used, only the values of the four channels 

were printed. An example of four measurements is listed in Figure 2. 

In this figure the word IITEL" is an abbreviation of the Dutch word IIteller", 

which is equivalent to the English word "counter". 

TEL 4 057831 
TEL 3 001153 
TEL 2 0030&& 
TEL 1 000120 

TEL 4 060949 
TEL 3 000922 
TEL 2 001&32 
TEL 1 000106 

TEL 4 059104 
TEL 3 000653 
-TEL 2 0012&9 
TEL I 0000&& 

TEL 4 050716 
TEL 3 001200 
TEL 2 002406 
TEL 1 000109 

Figure 2: An example of the output of the registration unit 

The four values display the following: 

counter 1: windrun 

counter 2: number of revolutions 

counter 3: number of lit res water 

counter 4: yaw angle 

All measurements are averages over ten minutes periods. 
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3 DATA PROCESSING AND RESULTS 

3.1. Data processing 

The four numbers per measurements as shown in Figure 2 are stored 

on a cassette tape with the aid of a PET micro processor. With this 

same processor aBe measurements are processed into values which describe 

the performance of a wind mill. 

In total 1449 ten minutes measurements are processed. 

Per measurement the following sequence of processing was done: 

1. See if one of the four counters shows a zero value. 

This will be the case, if for example the wind speed is zero or when 

the wind mill does not turn. Also a defect in one of the sensors can 

cause such a value. 

If one of the four numbers is zero, the measurement is ignored. This 

is necessary, because otherwise the processor has to divide by zero, 

which gives an "error" message and stops the processing. 

2. If the measurement is accepted, the following quantities are calculated: 

V :: C1 * 100/(T * 60) 

P wind:: 1/2 p V3 1T R 2 

P water:: H g C/(T * 60) 

nvol :: C 3 /(C2 * Vol) 

C n:: P /P. d P water Win 

A :: 21TR C/<C l * 100) 

15 = C4/(T * 60} 

n = C2/(T * 60) 

Q:: C
3 
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The symbols are used for: 

V : wind speed (m/s) 

P . d : power in the wind (W) wm 

P water 

n 

Q 

p 

: theoretical power to ,Hft an amount of water Q in a period T 
over a head H 

: volumetric efficiency 

: overall power coefficient 

: tips peed ratio 

: angle of yaw 

: number of revolutions per second (l/s) 

: quantity of pumped water (m 3
) 

: density of the air (kg/m 3) 

: delivery height (m) 

: rotor radius (m) 

: measuring time (minutes) 

: pump volume (Htres) 

: numerical values of counter 1-4 

It will be clear, that the calculated values are averaged over the 

measuring period (here: ten minutes). 

3. Now a check is made, if the measured values are rellable by checking 

the following conditions: 

1. C n <. 0.4 (see explanation section 3.2.) 
p 

2. C 3 < 0.6 C2 

If a measurement does not compJy with one of the conditions then 

the measurement was ignored. 

4. Now all data are stored in bins. Each bin is characterised by a wind 

speed interval. This way of data handling is described in [3]. 

5. Per bin the mean value and the standard deviation within the bin is 

calculated and printed. 
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An example of such a calculation is shown in Appendix B. The computer 

programme is given in Appendix C. 

The result of all measurements are givert in table 1 - 9 and figure 3 - 10. 

Each processed quantity is stored in its appropriate bin (bin i) characterised 

by the corresponding wind speed interval (iiI mls and i/2 m/s) in which it 

was measured. In this way distributions are obtained for the wind speed, 

power in the wind, power in the water, volumetric efficiency, overall 

power coefficient, tipspeed ratio, yaw angie, revolutions per second and 

the number of litres water pumped. 

In the following tables the Dutch words "KLASSE,· X-GEM., ST.DEV. 

and AANT." mean respectively bin number, mean value within the bin, 

standard deviation and the number of measurements belonging to the 

specific bin. 

KU=!::::SE ;:·:;-GB'I. ~::~T /I DE ... .'. AAHT. 

1 · O~3(10 · ~:::a3~3~3 ~3 

;2 · ~:::1~:::1~:;K1 · 1;::H:::1(H3 ~:::1 

:::! · ~:::1~3(H3 · OO~3(1 (1 

4 1 · :=:~:;:155 · ~3621 r.:' 
5 2. 2:~~6:=: · 1 1::::6 :::;1:::: 
6 .-, 

.:::... 6962 · 1 :32:3 90 
7 :3" 1622 · 1:31:::: 15~21 

c· .-, 66:32 1::;::56 19:::: '-' • .:. II · 
9 4. 151 1 · 1364 1*3 

H3 4. .... t:::"C'-, 
1:~!8:::! 1·-,-' 0._1._1 ( · . .:,t' 

:L 1 <= 17~210 1367 14;::-,_I It · 1'-' .::;. 5" 6666 · 12:;::4 H]l 
1 :::;: 6" 12::::(=t · 12:7:::: f59 
14 ~.:: .. 6488 · 12::::6 2~=: 

15 -::' 
! • ~:::1476 · 0981 14 

16 7" 6:::75 · 1 :3~:::1:l !:;: 

17 E: • ~3555 · ~~17!35 :3 
1:::: :3 It 500(1 · O(H3~3 1 
19 · la~3~210 · OO~3(1 [1 

20 · ~::KH:::i(1 · 0~:::H3'3 (1 

Table 1: The distribution of the wind speed 
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. 
KLAS:::E ~-::-GEt·l. ::::T. DE', .... AAHT. 

1 · IZt~~nZH:;:i · ~::.'HJ~J~J ~Z1 

2 · 0tZH:;:n:;:i · t!t~:::H3~::t ~:;:i 

:3 · 0e~:::ifi · l;::;fil~U:3 i,3 

4 26. 9:326 2. 6(38::: 6 
c::' 

'-' 51 · 5524 '? 
I • ::::1 1'-' .,;;. :::::3 

6 90. 1945 1:3. ~3446 9C,3 

7 145. 2t.353" 1 E:. 1·-'·-'· .... .':l~~ 150 . -. 
'::> 225 . 4::::37 .-.c-

..;;:.._1. l~i141 193 
9 ~:271J :=:45:::! ~32a 4251 1413 

H) 462. 226.::1- 41 · 275:;; 1:37 
1 1 6:32. 6;20:3 5~:::1. ~~f6::::7 147 
1'-' .:::. :::::3211 ::,2:32 c::- .-.... '1:::' II 55f3S1 1 i.31 
1'::-'-' 1 (152. 61::::.3 66. 1:::::97 69 
14 1::::44. 2(m:::;: 7::::. 2::::f3::;: 2:;:: 
15 1600. 12124:3 6:;::" 644:::: 1 ":i-
115 21.377. 171 1 1 fZi5. 1~10:31 c' '-' 
17 ;;~ :::: :::: :::: " f36:3:::! 70. ::;:565 .-, 

,.::~ 

18 2:::!12:15 II 4'4~3:3 · O~:::I~:::10 1 
19 · 00121121 · 121.30.3 0 
2(1 · 0(1~3(1 · (1.:;:1i.30 121 

Table 2: The distribution of the power in the wind corresponding to the bins of Table 1 

!<LA~:;;SE ;":-13EI"l . ~=;T .. DEV. AFiHT. 

1 · 0(1(1(1 · e~300 ~) 

2 · 0.:;:10121 · ~:::H:::H:m 0 
.::-
'-' · 0~3.:;:1e · ~:::il;:'H:::I.3 (1 

4 t::' 
' ... lu. 461 1 1 · 7614 6 

5 14. 6::::27 5. ;::::30:3 ·-,1-1 
,':t,::. 

6 2!:::u 9722 6:. :::;:4[15 90 
7 42. 8762 :;:! G 7~:::146 15(i 
:3 54. 1:;1(189 '::1 ,_, II 1 :=~25 19:3 
9 62q 5177 ,::t 

'-' . 616:::: 140 
H3 71 · 1207 :::; .- 4661 137 
1 1 :::;(1. 565.:.1- 9. 194:3 147 
12 C~I=l 

'_tl_t n 7222 6" t:~c:7:3 101 
1:~: 9511 2494 .=1 

'_t '" 241 1 69 
14 101 · 7t512 '7 

I • 51[1,5[1 2:::-:: 
15 1 (1:3 • 2.577 6. 4724 l·':j. 
16 1 ~~1:3 • ;:;:020 t::" 

,-' *' 2E!:3S1 :::: 
17 :3,;.l. 9:~::32 29;1 21 ~::-5 :3 
1 .=. '-' 1~3B. 6457 · 00013 :l 
19 · ~~H)~~1(i · O~~1(JO 0 
2~:::1 · 1210~~10 · (11210(1 0 

Table 3: The distribution of the power needed to lift the water 
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I<LA~:;!::E ;.::-(3Et'1. ST. DE'·..'. AANT. 

1 · k:3(10~Z1 · kZ1000 ~3 
.-, 
.;::" • [uZn30 · kZtk30[i 0 
::;: · Ok:;;n:;:t(t · 0(10k3 (1 

4 Il :37\42 · 1279 6 
5 · 746~:;:1 · 1529 ::;:::;:t 

6 · .. 37::::9 · 1255 90 
7 · 6::::54 · 0977 15[1 
~3 .61>39 · [17.34 19:::: 
9 · 5:376 · 04:36 14ft 

H3 .571-3:':: · k3:39:3 1:37 
1 1 · 55:36 · ~:::12S"5 147 
1'-' .::.:. · 5IS~~19 · 02:31 HH 
1'-;:' '-' · 56::::k3 · 02:::4 69 
14 · 5694 · 0251 2;::: 
15 .51597 · 0199 14 
16 56(17 k3146 .;:. · · '-' 
17 · 6149 · 121:::::37 :3 
1'=' '-' · 56:32 · Oe1Ch:;:1 1 
19 · .3.30.:;:1 · ~30eH:;:1 C';:1 

2.) · k3k:;:1k3k3 · I;:Kif1~3 k:3 

Table 4: The distribution of the volumetric efficiency 

KLASSE i-::-GEN. :::T. DE',,.'. AANT. 

1 • .:;:100.:;:1 · 00.313 (1 

2 · k:~n:;:H;H:;:i · th3~:tCi 0 
:::: · 0[101.3 · .:;:n:;:H)k3 ~3 

4 · :3159 · ~3665 6 
5 · 2:::!2.::1 · ~:::i9E:2 :3:::~ 

6 · ::::219 » ~357:3 9[1 

7 · 2962 · .35:34 150 
::: · 2454 · k342k3 19~! 

9 · 1916 · [1266 14.3 
1>3 · 1547 · [120:3 1:37 
1 1 · 1277 · (1150 147 
12 · 1.:;)69 · .:31>30 101 
1'-:;' '-' .0906 · 1-:;:1075 69 
14 · 075!;:: · 13[166 2;:3 
15 · 121646 · .:;:i[15k3 14 
16 · 1.:;:1501 · .:;:11.346 8 
1"~ { » ~::i:35:::! · [11 17 :::: 
1:::! • ':,3::::::::7 · 000.:;:1 1 
19 · k3k:3f.3f.3 · .:;:t(1[u3 121 
2.:;:1 » 1.:1[11.:;:1[1 » .:;:U:;KH3 ''::1 

Table 5: The distribution of the overall power coefficient 
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· ~:::n]~]~] · (H300 ~] 

· ~]01]0 · ~:::i00(i 0 

· 0~jO~3 · (H3~3(i ~) 

· 59(19 · ~Zi:=!76 6 

· 961-37 · ::;;:::::77 :::!!3 
1 · E:14:;:: · 556,:':- 9~3 

23 4t::17~=; · 61::;:7 15~::1 
. ..., 
~ .. 7:317 · 51~J9 19:3 
2. :3:36:~: · 4290 14EI 
.-, 9494 :3J21:::!5 1::;::7 a:.. · :3 .. 'r;:i657 · 2:35:::: 147 
:::: .. (171:;:: · 2r:1:35 H:::ll 
:311 ~Zi~::32 · 1662 69 
•• .. 1 .::.. 95::::7 · 1:365 2:;:: 
2. 1-1'-11~1-1 1,:.1"+1 14 f=,t:::.CtCl · 2. 649:::: · 1:375 i::i 

1 · 99:31 · ::::261 :3 
.-, ...:.. 496(1 · OOCn;:1 1 

· 01ZH3~3 · (1(100 ~3 

· ~:::n:::n;::H3 · 0EI~3(1 0 

Table 6: Distribution of the tipspeed ratio 

::-::-GEI'1. !;:;T. DEt,,.'. FlAtH. 

· (iO~;:1j.] · j.3~3~30 0 

· .;:1.:::1.30 · I;:KH3(1 (1 

· (;1121(1(1 · ~]J;;.H':H] -3 
21 · 6:;::::.] ::;: . 4,;=~:=!7 6 
1':-' .:;:i .. 2671 :3 .. H:::147 ::::8 
15. 72:::a3 :3 if 5165 9.3 
14. ·"::t--:i .",:."'7 

"_''::''i!:-I 
'-::1 
,_t = 254~) 15~] 

15. 1]961. :::L. 7967 19::;: 
15. 4743 '':1 ,_, 10 5:::::16 140 
16. [1572 :::: .. 29~:::6 1::::7 
16. 9~]Ol 2. 4647 147 
1 -::' 5562 211 12!:;:ij.::-16 H:11 , · 
1 I:::. 4~;'57 2~ m:::149 69 
21.;:1" 6::::7~3 1 · !=::~i47 28 
19. !3~:::1:35 2a 2::::1.3.:+ 1.4 
2O. :=!:~E~:::: C> l_' • 6074 ~::: 

:36# 1·494 15. 6464 :::: 
·-t .- 9713.3 ~30~':HJ :i ~blt · 

· O~;:lI;::H:3 · 00~;:1~3 £1 

· t3~]~;:1.3 · IZII]'3{;) ~3 

Table 7: The distribution of the yaw angle 
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3.2. First order trouble shooting 

Before we will discuss the previously shown measurements we first wil1 

mention some items, which have influenced the reliability of the measure

ments. 

1. In dismantling the pump for the winter it appeared, that the rubber 

disk. of the foot valve was worn out. This explains why the pump was 

leaking when the mill was standing still. This was seen on the pressure 

indicator gradually dropping to zero. 

2. Because the pump was leaking, the delivery height was less than the 

presetted delivery height of 15 m. In performing the calculations how

ever a constant delivery height of 15 m was assumed. Especially when 

the wind speed is low, this effect is important and leads to an over 

estimate of the C n values. For this reason all measured C 11 > 0.4 
P P 

(see 3.1.) were objected. 

3. At high wind speeds, the pressure indicator was oscillating between 

12 and 17 m of water. To avoid this in future, the pressure indicator 

should be placed on the pressure vessel instead of close to the pump. 

Also a gauge-glass on the vessel will be very useful (see Figure O. 
4. The meter was full of organic compounds (leaves etc.) which causes 

extra resistance of the pipe line. This can be avoided by putting a 

filter just before the watermeter. It must be possible to clean this 

filter easily. 

5. The wind speed indicator gave few counts resulting in a high inaccuracy 

at low wind speeds. Another wind speed meter (for example a "Maximum" 

anemometer) will solve this. 

6. At low rpm of the wind mill, the water was going to and fro in the 

pipes. This caused extra pulses recorded by the water meter each 

time the small magnet passes the read-switch. This can probably be 

avoided by putting the water meter down-stream of the pressure vessel. 

7. Too few measurements were performed, especially at high wind speeds. 

This will cause high inaccuracy for these high wind classes. 

8. By ignoring the high C values as well as the low values it is doubtful p 
wether the resulting values are correct. To ignore the high Cp values 

can be correct but to ignore the low values (zero values) is not always 

correct. The difference in number of measurements between all measured 

periods and the "reliable" periods is shown in Figure 11. 
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If. DISCUSSION 

4.1. Theoretical model and comparison with the measurements 

Before we will discuss the results of the measurements we first will 

derive a theoretical curve, with which we can compare the measured 

values. 

In fact there are two ways of predicting the power versus wind speed 

curve (which is the most important curve). 

1. Based on the theory as described in (4] and [5J. In this model the C-A 
P 

curve is described by a quadratic curve and the pump as a constant 

torque load. 

2. Combining a -in the wind tunnel- measured C - A curve of a rotor p 
with the rps-wind speed curve and assuming a constant n-value equal 

to 0.75 (generally accepted value for pump efficiency). 

Starting with the first possibility we find in [5] that we need the following 

quantities: design wind speed (V D)' the ratio lambda maximal, lambda 

optimal (L), the maximal total energy efficiency (C T) ) and the sweptarea p max 
of the rotor (A).The value of the design wind speed V D can be found as 

described in [6J. This gives for this design wind speed 4 mls (for detailed 

values see Appendix D). The value of L is 1.8 and for (C n) = 0.24 (see p max 
Figure 13). These two val,:,es can be found in [7]. Although [7] refers 

to the THE I12 rotor, it is assumed that the WEU I/3 rotor has the same 

characteristics. For the pump efficiency a value of 0.75 is taken, which 

is a generally accepted value. The following formula, which describes 

the output curve, can be derived. 

p " [ L :0 ' _( L-l)( ~o) 4} 1/2 P Vb A (C
p 

n)max 

Writing this as a dimensionless formula and complete it with the specific 

values give 

( 
4 2 4 4~ 

Cp = 0.24 1.8 ( y) - 0.8 (y) ) 

This formula is drawn in Figure 12 (curve n. Also the curve is drawn 

with a design speed of 3 mls and a (C n) of 0.30, which corresponds 
p max 

more to the measured results (curve II). 
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Another possibility to derive a C -v curve is with aid of the C -A curve 
p p 

(from [7]) and figure 9. We suppose here that the pump has a constant 

efficiency of 75%. In figure 13 the Cp - A curve is shown as presented 

in [7]. 

Curve III plotted in Figure 12 is the result of the derivation. The deflection 

of the line for wind speeds higher than 5 m/s is the result of the safety 

system. When the wind speed is higher than 5 to 6 m/s the rotor is turned 

out of the wind. 

For a rotor in yaw the C value will be less than the value for which 
p 

the rotor is perpendicular to the wind. The theoretical curve III in Figure 

12 is based on the C -A curve without yaw, so the C values are too high. 
p P 

In Figure 12 we can also draw the measuremed Cp -V curve; this gives 

curve IV. 

We see now that the measured curve fits fairly well with curve II and 

curve III, and curve III fits fairly well with curve II, at least at low wind 

speeds. 

An important question is now, how it is possible, that curve 1, the curve 

based on a design speed of 4 m/s does not fit at all to the measured 

curve. 

First of all we must have a look at Figure 5. There we see, that the 

volumetric efficiency is 60% - 55%. This is quite low, compared to values 

of 80% - 90% which are usually accepted. One of the explanations can 

be the leaking piston and foot valve. If we also accept then that the 

energetic efficiency will be 60% - 55%, then we find for the design wind 

speed 3 instead of 4 m/s. We can explain this as follows. 

The low volumetric efficiency can be regarded as a 60% smaller stroke. 

The formula for the design speed contains the stroke to the power of 

one half 

V ,...., (5)112 
D 

Because the root of 0.60 is about 0.8 this gives for V D 3 instead of 4 m/s. 

It is very remarkable that from Figure 13 and Figure 9 also follows a 

design speed of about 3 m/s. 
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figure 12: The theoretical and measured curves for the output of the wind mill 

o 
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Figure 13: The cp- A curve for the THE 1/2 wind milL It is supposed, that the WEU 1/3 rotor 
has the same characteristics 
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4.2. Final remarks 

As conclusion for the measurements as presented in this report we remark 

the following: 

The' measuring method gives a good idea of the output of the wind 

mill. Typing the output (C 1 - Clj.) for processing is however time con

suming. 

- In future one should consider the remarks of section 3.2. Especially 

the points 2, 3, 5 and 6 need attention. 

- From Figure 12 it can be seen, that the measured curve can be predicted 

reasonabl y. 

One has to check in advance, whether the whole wind mill is in good 

condition (see point 1, section 3.2.). 

- The whole wind mill system has a good efficiency when the wind speed 

is equaJ to the design wind speed (C n = 0.32:). 
p 

- It is desirable that attention is paid to the fact, that measuring devices 

must be fastened to a prototype before the windmill is erected on the 

field. 
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APPENDIX A 

1. rpm measurements 

On the axis of the WEU I/3 wind mill a disk was fastened with one slit 

on the circumference. This slit is situated in such a manner, that when 

the crank is in the highest position, the slit passes the opto-coupler*. 

Each time the slit passes this sensor the light falls on the cell and a 

pulse signal is generated. These pulses are counted in an electronic circuit 

which is situated in the central apparatus. 

2. water quantity measurements 

These measurements are done with a commercial waterflow meter. In 

this flow meter a read-switch is mounted on a dial, so with every litre 

of pumped water one contact is made. A bounce-free circuit was made 

and fed from the central apparatus. 

The make of the water meter was: Pollux SPX. 

The type number was M-N 20 (x) ZK-l. 

3. wind run measurements 

For these measurements a Casella cup anemometer is used. The internal 

gearing is such, that per 100 meter wind which passes the anemometer 

one pulse is given by a read-switch. The signals are counted in the central 

apparatus in the same way as the pulses of the water meter. 

The make and type of the anemometer were: Casella; W 1254/2. 

4. Measurement of the yaw angle 

These measurements are done with a wind vane that was mounted on 

the head of the wind mill. A potentiometer which was fed from the central 

apparatus gave a signal varying from zero to twelve volts. When the 

rotor was perpendicular to the wind, the potentiometer gave six volts. 

* This position is chosen to avoid double counting when the wind mill oscillates around 
the bottom dead point. 
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A 2 

A voltage controlled oscillator changed this signal into a number of counts. 

This was done in the following way: 

each second a sample was taken from, the potentiometer. This sample 

was translated into a number of pulses and summed in the according 

memory. The number of pulses g~nerated when the wind mill was yawed 

10 degrees to the wind is 10 pulses each second. The conformity of yaw 

angle and number of pulses generated is shown in Figure 14. 

PULSES 
PER SE C. 

o 
-1$0 -90 o 90 180 YAW ANGL E 

figure 14: The conformity of Yoltage (as yaw angle) and the number of generated pulses 
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APPENDIX B 

Example of calculations belonging to measurements of ten minutes. 

T 1 = 13 p :: 1.25 kg/m 3 g = 9.81 

T 2 = 145 

T3 = 62 

T4 = 8976 

Vol = 0.59229 1 

H'::I.5m 

R = 1.52.5 m 

V = 13 * 100/(10 * 60)= 2.17 m/s 

P wind = 1/2 * 1.25 * (2.17)3 * 1T * (1.525)2 = 46.4.5 W 

P water::: 15 * 62 * 9.81/(10 * 60) = 15.21 W 

nvol = 62/(145 * . .59229) = .72 

Cp n = 15.21/46.45 = .33 

A::: 2 * 1T * 145 * 1.525/000 * 12) = 1.07 

0= 8976/00*60)= 14.96° 

n 145/00 * 60) = 0.24 s-l 

Q = 62 I 

Further for each value the squared value was calculated. 

This was done to calculate the standard deviation with the formula 

x1_l:NX~ 
i= 1 1 

(J = N 

Before summing a measurement into the corresponding bin, one can check 

if the values are acceptable. For our measurements all measurements 

with a overall power coefficient above 40% were omitted as well as 

measurements with a volumetric efficiency higher than 100%. Now the 

bin number was choosen according to the wind speed. In this case is 

the fifth bin C,0-0.99 m/s-, 1st bin;0.5-0.999-, 2nd bin, etc.). Now each 

value was summed in its according bin and also the total numbers which 

are summed are put in a bin. 

If all measurements are processed on this way the mean values of each 

bin, and the standard deviation, is calculated and printed. 
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C 1 

The programme, used for analysing the data. 

1000 OPEN5 .• 4 .• ;2 : OPEH6 .' 4. 1 : OPE tiT. 4 
11010 PRINT.5 .• " 999 9999. 99~::;'9 999.9999 
1&320 PRltn";:J" 
1030 POKES9468~14:0IMA(10~100) 
104L3 PRINT" PR0l3fO:t,r·1ft1A TEF.: "/ERHERKING " 
105121 PR I t-tT II VAN I-~ I NDt'1CILEN OEGEVEt·~~=;. " 
1060 PRINT" GE3CHRE'./Et~ CtCt()fO: : II 

le70 PRINT" R.E:IS!:;::CHOPS " 
1080 PRHH" T. B. V. I . .JINOENEPGIE GPOEP " 
le9l3 PR I NT" V. T. F. GEB. I-J,S'<!;:; II 

1100 F'R UH II ~;.~~:r~~:f.~ ~~~MW" 

1110 PRun" ;z~ *~ " 
112~3 PR UH II ~"fif:i~~~~J~~.i!1t1 

11:30 PRINT" *~ *~ " 
114&::J PR INT" ~il! ~." 
11510 PR I NT" TECHN I SCt·iE HOOESCHOOL 
1160 PRINT 
11710 PRIt-H" POSTBUS 51:3 
1180 PRINT" 56~n:::1 r"lB EnmHOVEt·~ 

1190 PRINT" *3 30 OECEt·lBEF.~ 1981 
1200 FORR=IT040el2l:NEXT 
1210 OH1F:$(62) 
12210 REM***HOOFOPROGRAMMA*** 
1230 PRINT":J...IEt-~ST U U~STPUC:TIES ·J/H?" 
124l::J GETA$: I FA$=" J" THEt-1127~3 
12510 IFA$="t-1"THEUI42121 
126&3 IFA$<:::" "HOI ANDA$'C> "..Til THEt~ 1240 

.. 
It 

JJ 

II 

12713 PR I NT 1f!IJ I T PF.:OGF.:ANNA VEPl·JERKT t·1EETC;EGE··:'Et·~::;." 

12810 PRINT"ER I-~ORDEH !::::TEE08 4 TELLEF.:STAtIDEt·~ GE-" 
1290 PRINT"VRAAGT .... 
1:31210 PRINT"GETALLEH "JCIRDEt~ GE'·lOLGD DOCIP··PETUPt·~ .... " 
1:3:L 121 PR ItH" VRAGEN t~OPOEH BEANHJt::)CIF.:O DOCIP J .···N I H " 
1:3213 PRINT"TE T'T·PEN. JJ 

1 :3:3~3 PR UH II U I<Ut-H EEt·~ TUS~=;Et·~ OUTPUT ' .... F.:fiOEN. It 

134121 PRIHT"DE r'10GELLH:':HEID OEGE ... ··Et..j::;; TE VERl·.lIJDE-1t 
1:351.3 PRHH"F.:EN BESTAAT oov. II 

1 :360 F'R I t'~T U ]l!J3EGR I ,..TF'T tJ [t I T '(' U 

1:3713 GETA$ I IFA$=".J"THEtH420 
13810 I FA$=-" t·~" THEtH *3~3 
1390 I FA$C:;' II S" At..JOA$<::>" t·4" THEH 1 ::::17121 
1400 PRIHT .. ~~OGNAALS DAH !" :FOF.: t·J=l TCII0€tO :t·4E:"':T 
14H3 (;OT01270 
1420 PRHH":J;:ERST t·~OfO:DEN GEGE· .... EH8 OPGE .... ·PAAGO. It 

1430 FORW=1T01500:NEXT 
144~3 008U8197'3 
1450 PRINT":)J KUtH NU ; It 

14613 PR un It A-tH EUI.-JE TELLERt·JfiARDEH 13E'· ... EN. 
14713 PR I tn" 9-GEGEVEt'~8 '·.··ER~·I IJOEF.:Et~. 
148~J PRHH" C--TUSSEH OUTPUT VRAGEN. 
1490 PRINT" O-HET PROGRAMMA BEEINDIGEH. 
15~30 PRINT" E-GEGEVEHS '·If=tN BFHKI •· ... ERI·JEPKEt·~. 
151 ~:::1 PR It-H":mlM KEUZE IS? It 
152121 GETA$I IFA$="A"THEN15:=:~:'1 
1530 IFA$="S"THEN167(1 
154121 I FA$=" C" THEN 1 72ft 
1550 I Ft"1:t;="O"THEIH 740 
156H I FA$"'" II E" THEN29:~:~:<t 
151~3 GOTO 152(1 



1580 GOSUB21 9~3 
159(' GOSUB 181 121 

C2 

1600 I FQTHEt..J 162('1 ; REf'l**Ot4f3EL.D I OE ~·~AARDE*:+t 
16112' OOT0164~3 
1620 PRINT"::B~Utl-AAr:3TE r'lETIt¥3 IS C)tIOELDIO." :FOR ~·J""'lTOH~n30:NE;-:;T 
16:30 OOTO 1660 
1640 GOSUB21 ~3(1 
1650 GOSUB21 :31Z1 
1660 GOT01450 
1670 GOSUB2190 
1680 GOSlIB1810 
169('1 GOSUB21elZ1 
17013 GOSUB 1 75~) 
17H3 GOT0145e 
1 72~3 GOSUB246e 
17:30 GOT01450 
1740 PRHn"~!9J. K. TOT ZIEH3." :EtKt 
1750 REM***KLASSE VAKKEN HERSTELLEN**+ 
1760 FORU=1T07 
1770 A(U,I)=A(U,I)-B(U) 
1780 A(U,I+1)=A(U,I+1)-(B(U)~2) 
1790 NEXTcA(10,I)=A(le,I)-1:AM=AM-l 
18013 RETURH 
1810 REM***8EREKENINGEN 7' GROOTHEOEN*++ 
18213 Af'l=Af'l+ 1 
1830 IFT1<10RT2<10RT3<10RT4<lTHEN1940 
1840 B(1)=T1*10e/(T+60) 
18513 BO:: 2::0 =. 5+f'1+( S( 1 )·r·::;:::o +( 2~:::/7' t+·: RL2:-
1860 B(3)=T3+H+9.81/(T+60) 

18:=:&.3 8 (5::' =E:( :;: ) .. ··'E:.:: 2) 
1890 B(6)=44+T2+R/(f+60+7+B(1» 
191210 8(7)=T4/(T+60. 
1910 B(8)=T2/(T+60' 
192(l 80:: 9) =1::::* •... ' 
1 q:~n GOTO 1960 
194~3 or'l=ot'l+ 1 
1950 0=1 
1960 RETURH 
1970 REM+**OPVRAGEN GEGEVENS+*+ 
1980 PRItH":J" 
1:390 HtPUT"NEETTIJD ".,T 
2000 H~PUT"OF''''''OERHOCII:nE 8EDPt1AGT ".~H 
20H.l INPUT"LUCHTDICHTHEID ".~t·l 

202L3 I t-~PUT" ROTOR 0 I l=tr'lETEP " .' P 
20:30 I t·4PUT" P()f·lp·· ... OLUf·1E " 'V 
204121 PR I tH" :~,:~:Ot·np()LEER DEZE OEGEVEt·4:;:;' , " 
2~350 P~: I tH " :ItJJ. K .? ": 
2~36(' GETA$ 
2070 I FA$=".J" THEt-~RETURt~ 
2080 IFA$="t'4"THEH197f1 
209~:3 00T02060 
2100 REN***IHOELEN IN KLASSEN+++. 
2110 I=Hno:: 0:;:' 1 >.'. ~2~5::'·'*:::::-.1 
212~:'I ~~ETURH 

2130 REt·l++*VLA~;·=':.F •· ... r:w~· Etl HHtl ... ·'ULLLEtl++.+ 
2140 F()RI...I= 1 T09 
215~.:1 A <: U. 1::0 =A (U., I ::0 +B' 1.1' : F.:Et·lt'+'+::::;()r'l :.:;:t.++ 
2160 A<:U .• 1+1 )"'"A'U. 1+-1 :''''':E:o IF'l2:o :PEH+++!~:;Ot'l :·::1 ;?:t.:t.+ 
;? 1 ?~3 t'~Ei<r: A 0:: 10. I ::0 ·:."n ( 1 (I. J .'+ 1 : PEI'I+*+COUtITER+i+i+ 
2 J. :::a3 RETUF.:t·j 
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2199 REM***LOPENOE PRINT OUT. OPVRAGEN NIEUWE ~IAARDEN*** 
22f:tO PR I t·t T .. ~ .. 
2219 IFI;J.:=lTHEt·tPRlt~T";'._AAT8TE r'1ETINCi OHGELDIG" 
2229 PR I tH II LAATSTE TELI.ER~·tAfiF:DEt·t :" 
22:310 PRINTltTELLER 1: If ,n :PPHIT " TEL LEI:::: 2:" :.T2 
224~3 PRun"TELLER 3:1t.~L~:PPIt~T"TELLER 4:" ~T4 
22'5~~1 PR UH II )~n t40EOEELD I H VLA:3::;:e::",: 1""1 :' .. .2 
2260 PRItH"AAtHAL l·~A~1f.:HEJ·1HKiEN TOT t·4U" .:t':tr·l 
2270 PF~ItH"WAARVAt·t ONGELDIG ",ON 
2280 PRINTltLAATST BEREI<ENDE ~..jArlROH~: II 
2290 PR I NT It './-~.~ Hf[1 lit N.····::; : It ;. B 0:: 1 ) 
2300 PRINT"P-LUCHT IN WATT c",8(2) 
2310 PRINT"P--~JATER IN J..JATT :" .pB(3) 

2320 PR I NT" ETA-VOLl.Jt·1ETR I8CH I It ; B':: 4) 
2330 PRunltCP-ETA ." ,8(5) 
2:)40 PRINTltLANBOA =" .:8(6) 
2330 PRINT"SCHEEFHOEK IN GR. :",8(7) 
23ge PRINT"DHEUI.oJE STAND TELLER 1 ", : IHPUTTI 
2370 PRINT" TELLER 2" ,J : H4PUTT2 
2:390 Pf.~INT" TELLER :)" ,J = lt4PUTT3 
23910 PRINT" TELLEF.: 4":: H4PUTT4 
2400 Q=9 
2410 PRun"ZLTH DEZE l·JAAF.:DEU CORRECT?"= 
2420 (lETA$ 
2430 IFA$="J"THENRETURN 
24410 IFA$= .. t·~"THEH2190 
24510 GOT02420 
2469 REM***PRIHT OUT*** 
24710 F'R UH If ;:JJ j..~ENS T ? " 
248L3 PRIHT" 1-KLH~=;:::;E <> V-t·Jlr·'m" 
249~3 Pf.:INT" 2-KLA!::;:::;E <> P-LUCHT" 
25m3 PR I t·H II :3-·.:::LFf::;::;:E <:> P-I.·JfiTER" 
25110 PF.:ItH" 4-KU=f::;:::;E <> ETA- ... ·'Ol. ... 
252121 PRIt..JT" 5-+<L~iSSE <> CP-ETA" 
253L3 PR I t·n" 6-KLAS:::;E <> Uir'lE:DA" 
254L3 PRIt·n" 7-I<LA~;:=;E <> FOUTH()EK" 
2550 PRINT" ::;!-KLt1!=;~=;E <> TOEREHTfiL" 
2560 PR I NT II ~3-.<LA:=;:=;E <> '·.·'ERPor·lPTE HOE'·,.'. l·JATER" 
257'L3 PR ItH II lU.!JJl.l f:::EUZE'(' II .~ 

2590 GETK;IFK<10RI<>9THEN2580 
25910 I<==IHT(K) 
2600 IFt<=1 THEt·tA$="I<LASSE <:> ... ·'-WINO .. 
2610 IFJ<=2THENA$::::IIKLASSE <> F'-LUC:HT" 
2620 I F~::=3THEt'~A$ ... 1I KLASSE <>' P·-I.-JATER" 
26:313 IFI<=4THEt~rl$="I<LASSE <> ETR-VOL." 
26413 I FI<=5THEt'~A:~=" I<LAS::;E ':'oJ CP--ETA" 
2659 IFK=6THEHA$="KLA::;;SE <> LAt'1BDA" 
2660 IFK=7THEt-~A$="t<LAS:=;E <> FOUTHOEI<" 
26713 I FI<=8THEt'~A$=" t(LASSE (). TOEF:EHTAL" 
2680 IFK=9THEt·tA$=".:.:LAS!3E <> VERPOt'lPTE HCIEV. "'lATER" 
2690 PRIt..jT"~I"J I<EUZE "A:;' 
2709 PR ItHtt7._ It :moo" 
2710 PRINT*7'~SPC(4e)A$ 
2720 PRIHTtt7." "KLASSE ;·:;-GEf·l. !::r. OEV. t'1ANT. " 
2730 ·,.. ... 1 :2-79 : GOSUB27:::t1O 
2740 PRINT"~..jOGt·lAALS VIl:IEO PRHH CHJT '"('''.: 
2750 GETA$IIFA:$="J"THEU2460 
2760 IFA$="N"THEHRETURN 
27'70 OOT027'5e 
2790 REM***HULPROUTINE VIDEO PRIHT rnJT*** 
2790 PF: ItH II ::J<EUZE : ": A$ 
2900 PRINTtt7,CHRS(17)CHR$(17) 
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2810 FORX=YTOZSTEP2 
2820 IFA(le,X)<lTHENA(10yX)~lE+20 
2830 PI'"'':: ::.:;+ 1 ) ."';';:: 
284~3 P=A 0:: 1< " ::'; ) .···R ( 1 ~3 " :": :,. 
28510 S=(AO::K,X+l)/A(10,X)-(P?2»:S=S~2:SsSQR(SQR(S» 
286~3 IFA( 10.::,n=lE+'2~]THEHA( H3,.::<>=0 
2870 F'2=A ( Ie. :',,; > 
2880 PRINT#6.Pl,P.S,P2 
2890 NE;'I.T 
29~30 PRItH"RETUF.:N ('" 
2910 GETB.: IF8:f:="J"THEt'IF:ETlJF.:t,~ 
292~3 IFB$<>"J"THEH291(1 
2930 REM***VERWERKING 8ANO*** 
2940 F'R I NT" ::I!'j~.r·.··ER~JE.RI< I t,~O 8fn'ID (3EGE""'E:t,~!=;." 
2950 PRIHT"J!J-tET FiFitlTAL OEGE·· ... EH!::: IN DE FILE IS" ~: It-.lPUTf1F 
2960 PR I HT" mD'.oo13,~'Ot'ITF:OLEEf< OF DE ,JU I :3TE ElfitID ,; 
297(1 PRINT" i3 -AAt'n,JEZIG IS. 
2980 PR It..JT II it -·E:.·:~'CT ~;:LHAR STAAT. 
2990 PR INT" ii T'T'PE .' 8 " ALS 0.1<. ! 
3000 GETA$.IFA$="B"THEN:3020 
3010 GOT03000 
3020 PR I NT":J)E OEGEVENS '·/ERSCH I .Jt-~EN OP HET !;CHERt1. 
312'312' OPEN2 .• 1 ,.0,. It HEU-CiEGEVE:NS" 
3040 INPUT#2,F$:PRINTF$ 
:3030 N-0 
3060 INPUT#2 .• A:f :H==t++-1 
3070 8$=LEFT$(A$~6):C.=MID*(A$,7,6) 
3080 D.=MID$(A$,I:3~6):E$-RIGHT.(A$~6) 
3090 PRINT8$JSPC(2)C$;SPC(2)OS;SPC(2)ESJ8PC(2)H 
3100 Tl=VAL(8$):T2-VAL(C$):T3=VAL(O$):T4=VAL(E$) 
31 1':3 GI=~3 

312~:3 1308U81::::10 
31 :30 GOSU8322fl 
3140 IFQTHEN3170 
:3150 GO!:::UB21 ~3(1 
:3160 G08U8213(1 
3170 IFN=AFTHEN3190 
3180 130TO:306(1 
:319~:3 CLOSE2 
::::2'.3'3 GOT0145(j 
:3210 Etm 
3220 REM***SUBROUTINE VOORWAARDEN*** 
3230 IFT3>.6*T2THEN8-1 
3240 tFB(S».4THEN8=1 
3250 IF8(1)=>3ANDB(1)~3.5ANOB(7»2eTHENQ-l 
::::26(~ REt'1 
32~"0 REt1 
:3280 F.~EN 

:3~:90 REN 
3:313'3 F:Et'1 
:33 H3 F:Efo1 
'3:320 RETURN 

REAO'T'. 
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APPENDIX D 

The design wind speed. 

From (5] we know that the design wind speed can be determined with 

the following formula: 

S02 Pw g H Ao 

4(Cn) P1TR' 
P max 

The symbols and their value are: 

s = stroke of the pump 

o = diameter of the pump 

g 

H 

= water density 

= gravitational acceleration 

= delivery height 

Ao = optimal lambda value 

(C n)m = maximal energy efficiency p . ax 

p = density of the air 

R = radius of the rotor 

This gives for V 0 the value 4 m/s. 

0.57 m 

0.115 m 

1000 kglm' 

9.81 m/s 2 

15 m 

2 

0.24 

1.25 kglm' 

1.525 m 
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